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 OFFENSIVE PERSONEL POSITIONS 
 
Choosing players for positions 
 

 
 
X End: Primary receiver, needs great hands, good speed. Will be blocking on the edge, so should 

be able to screen defender from the runner. 
 
Y End: Combo TE/SE Tall receiver who can block well. Tough and Quick will crack block and run 

routes across the middle. 
 
Z Back: Needs Speed, Fastest man who can catch. Like Z should be able to block down field. 

 
H Back:  Best runner, this is the TB, Should be versatile enough to run, catch, and block under a 

variety of circumstances. 
 
F Back: The tank, a prototypical FB.  Blocking is first, inside running second, receiving a distant 

third. He needs a good forward lean when running. 
 
Center: The best lineman, must keep pocket from collapsing… must be able to snap and snap to 

shotgun. 
 
Guards:  Would like speed and agility for pulling and trapping 
 
Bunch Tackle: Can be a big immobile kid, but able to block, must reach block well for fly sweep 

series 
 
Spread Tackle: A little more athletic to stop backside pass rush must reach block 



Formations 
 
This is our base Formation. 

 
Above is “Jag Right” All formations can be run Right (shown above) or Left 

 
Other Formations may be used such as: 

 
Wild spreads the Y and Z receivers out wild will also be a common formation 
 

 
Claw is similar to Wild except we bring H over so there is no need for motion (saves legs-
conditioning) on bunch passing plays 
 
 



 
Spread moves Y out, H and Z split halfway out to X & Y  
 
 

 
A shotgun Tag “GUN” can be added in the beginning any of the above formations 
GUN tells the F Back to line up over the Bunch Guard 2 yards behind the QB 
 
Another tag we can ad is “FORCE” tells the FB to line up over the Flys Playside Tackle, we lose the 
dive fake on fly plays but gain a blocker and can use a counter. EX could be “Jag Force H fly 17 
counter” 
 
 

 
 



Numbering and Play Calling 
 
These diagrams show how we number our holes for running plays. When we flop formations from 
right to left the numbers do also. So in a right formation the numbers start at the right and in left they 
start in the left. The number 3 will always be the Bunch Tackle. 
 

 
 

Plays are indicated by a two digit number. The first digit indicates basic information about the core or base 
play of the series. (10 Series is Fly Sweep; 20 is Rocket Sweep; 30 is Inside series; 50 is No Motion 
passing; 60 is Motion to Spread; 70 is Motion to Bunch; 80 is STACK and MAX; and 90 is Specials), 
while the second digit is usually either the hole number for running plays or the pass route package 
number for our dropback and sprint passes. Play-action passes have been fitted into the 10-30 series, and 
pass-action runs and screens into the 50-80 series. 
 

 
 
THE HUDDLE  

     
No one speaks in the huddle but the QB, unless given permission by the coaching staff. 
 
The quarterback will call the formation, play and snap count, repeating the call twice, before breaking the 
huddle with a loud, crisp "BREAK" and handclap by the team. (Example: "Wild Right, 74 Mesh on 
second GO; Wild Right, 74 Mesh on second GO. Ready, BREAK!!" [CLAP!]) The line will turn and 
assume their positions over the ball based on the formation call – Right or Left.  



 
Plays    
  
Base Play Similar Action Counter Play Action 
10 SERIES  “FLY SERIES” 
11 Fly  
14 Dive 

11 Red Light 
13 Slam 

15 Spinner 
 

18 Boot 

19 Fly    
16 Dive 

19 Red Light 
17 Slam 

11 Truck  

12 Crash   12 Flood 
20 SERIES  “ROCKET SERIES” 
21 Rocket 
24 Belly 

 25 Counter Iso  

29 Rocket  23 Tackle Trap  
30 Series   “No motion” 
Q Wedge    
36 Zone 35 Quick Trap 34 Counter  
Passing  
60 series “Z Motion Passing” Motion towards spread side 
60 GO 
60 GO/Switch 
70 SERIES “H Motion Passing” motion towards bunch side 
70 Mesh 
70 Mesh/Under 
70 Switch 
 
    
 
Install these first:      
11/19 Fly Sweep 
11/19 Red Light Sweep 
14/16 Fly Dive 
13/17 Fly Slam 
18 Boot 
15 Spin 
60 Go/Switch 
70 Mesh/Under



THE PLAYS -- 10 Series “Fly Series” 
 
11 Fly Sweep-----H FLY 
 

 
 
BT Pulls around like a fighter jet 
Line crucial blocks for 11 and 19 Fly Sweep occur outside the B gap, The line blocks on tracks through to the 

second and third levels from the playside guard to the backside tackle. Step through the playside gap and find the most 
dangerous shirt of the wrong color to block downfield. 

Q reverse pivots, meshes shoulders with the motion back as he hands off, then fakes the Dive to the FB.  
Finally, he braces off his front foot, and accelerates into a bootleg away from the playside, reading the reaction of the 
backside EMLOS defender to set up 18 Boot.      QB is responsible for Timing 

H First Motion step is deliberate, then accelerate gaining as much speed and momentum as possible, take hand off, slide 
step and get to the corner 

F Fake dive play “good fake”   If “Force” is added as a tag line up 4 yrds behind BT and become the lead blocker 
X Fade or inside release 
Y needs to hook the DE. If not able to a “sally” call can be made.  If “Sally” call is made Z will Crack down on End. 

Y blocks the corner 
Z block widest man(CB covering him) If “Sally” call is made Z will Crack down on End. 
 
“Sally” Call      “Force” Is tagged as part of the play 
 

              



19 Fly Sweep ----- Z FLY 
 

 
Mirror of 11 Fly 
 
ST crucial blocks for 11 and 19 Fly Sweep occur outside the B gap, especially at or near the LOS 

Reach Block on DE (Important). If not able to a “sally” call can be made 
Line The line blocks on tracks through to the second and third levels from the playside guard to the backside tackle. Step 

through the playside gap and find the most dangerous shirt of the wrong color to block downfield. 
If “Sally” call is made playside Guard Pulls around and seals backer 

Q Reverse pivots, meshes shoulders with the motion back as he hands off, then fakes the Dive to the FB.  
Finally, he braces off his front foot, and accelerates into a bootleg away from the playside, reading the reaction of the 
backside EMLOS defender to set up 18 Boot.      QB is responsible for Timing 

H First Motion step is deliberate, then accelerate gaining as much speed and momentum as possible, take hand off, slide 
step and get to the corner 

F Fake dive play “good fake” ”   If “Force” is added as a tag line up 4 yrds behind BT and become the lead blocker 
X Block 1st defender in 
Y Fade or inside release 
Z First Motion step is deliberate, then accelerate gaining as much speed and momentum as possible, take hand off, slide 

step and get to the corner  
 
“Sally Call” 

 



11 Red Light Sweep 
 

 
 
  
Line Bunch Tackle and Y block the first bad color inside them, and Bunch Guard pulls and kicks out 

the first bad color past Y’s butt. Center blocks Man On/Man Away, and Spread Guard will run his 
track as normal on 11 Fly. If Center blocks Man Away, however, Spread Guard should fold 
around him for the first bad color to the backside. Spread Tackle runs his track. 

Q reverse pivots, meshes shoulders with the motion back as he hands off, Since there is no slide step 
on Red Light, the QB must make sure he keeps clear of H’s path on this play. He does not need to 
fake 14 Dive to the F back, but should drop back and boot away from the play once he is clear of H.  
QB is responsible for Timing 

H First Motion step is deliberate, then accelerate gaining as much speed and momentum as possible, 
take hand off, no need for slide step and sweeper cuts sharply into the C gap and off the block of 
the Y end 

F F back to widen his aiming point slightly from where it is on 11 and 14 -- he now looks to pass just 
outside the Bunch Tackle’s butt 

X releases downfield 
Y Y end needs to be able to make the down block on the first defender inside him for this play to 

work 
Z If there are four defenders in the box on or outside the Bunch Guard, Z will block inside for the first 

LB to show; if there are only three, Z will block out on the Corner. 
 

 



19 Red Light Sweep 
 

  
 
Line If there are two defenders on or outside Spread Tackle and close to the LOS, Spread Guard, 

Spread Tackle and H will each block the man over them.  
If there is only one defender on or outside ST and close to the LOS, however, Spread Tackle will 
block the first man to his inside, Spread Guard will pull and kick out the first bad color past ST’s 
butt, Center blocks Man On/Man Away, as with 11 Red Light Sweep. All other linemen block 
their 19 Fly Sweep paths 

Q reverse pivots, meshes shoulders with the motion back as he hands off, Since there is no slide step 
on Red Light, the QB must make sure he keeps clear of Z’s path on this play. He does not need to 
fake 16 Dive to the F back, but should drop back and boot away from the play once he is clear of Z.   
QB is responsible for Timing 

H If there are two defenders on or outside Spread Tackle and close to the LOS  H will block the man 
over him 
If there is only one defender on or outside ST and close to the LOS, however, H will take off for the 
most dangerous defender in the secondary -- usually the free safety 

F F back will lead Z through the hole 
X Block 1st defender in 
Y Fade or inside release 
Z First Motion step is deliberate, then accelerate gaining as much speed and momentum as possible, 

take hand off, no need for slide step and sweeper cuts sharply into the off the block of the spread 
Tackle either a down block or a kick out 



14/16 Dive 
 
14 Dive 

 
 
16 Dive 

 
 
Dives 
Line Linemen step playside, either to the outside earhole of the DL over them 

if they are covered, or through their playside gap and on a track toward 
the second level if they are uncovered. 

Q reverse pivots, meshes shoulders with the motion back keeping ball in his stomach, then hands off the Dive to the FB.  
Finally, he braces off his front foot, and accelerates into a bootleg away from the playside, reading the reaction of the 
backside EMLOS defender to set up 18 Boot.      QB is responsible for Timing 

H 14 Same as 11 fly must make a good fake ----- 16 Block 2nd defender in on 2nd level 
F Take Hand off hit hole 
X Block Corner or fade 
Y Block 2nd defender in on 2nd level 
Z 14 Block Corner ----- 16 Same as 11 fly must make a good fake 
  

 



18 Boot 
 

 
 
Line Fire Out like a run then Pass Block  ST needs a good Block on the DE 
Q QB reverses out, spin-fakes to H while keeping the ball in close (no hand-fake), then flash-fakes the 

ball in and out of the F back's pocket. Finally, he rolls to the Spread side 
H Same as 11 fly must make a good fake ----- May be open for throwback  
F Good Dive Fake - F replaces the ILB 
X Outside Vertical release, reading the PCB. If the PCB gains depth with him, he will break off to a 

Hitch at +8. If the PCB levels or stumbles, X will continue down 
Y Quick Post. 
Z Z runs a Shallow Cross - Z is the "Q" receiver against blitzes 
  
 
This is naked, so QB must observe the backside EMLOS rush angle every time we run 11 and 14 
 
If we can get our QB outside of containment with the ball, we feel we have a good play no matter what the 
defense does -- this is one of the few plays we consider coverage-proof. X is the primary, coming back if 
his defender plays it too deep, or taking off down the numbers 
for the deep shot if he can run by a tight corner. 
Z’s Shallow Cross may be open early if the short defenders bite on the Sweep/Dive fakes, while Y’s quick 
Post has a chance if the outside defenders don’t recover quickly enough from the fake. H also has some 
interesting possibilities -- often he will come through untouched. If so, he should cut downfield in a Wheel 
route behind Y, looking for the ball as soon as he’s headed downfield. This gives QB a “transcontinental” 
throwback opportunity if no one accounts for H. 
 
We can also adjust this play for the red zone, calling 18 Waggle, which tells Bunch Guard to pull and lead 
for the QB. Y will cut back his route to the Corner after breaking to the Post, to give the QB a throwback 
opportunity and to stretch the defense across the entire width of the field. 
 
 



13 Slam 

 
 
Line Zone Block 
Q reverse pivots and hands the ball to F, The QB continues outside, setting up the possibility of play-action to Y or Z. 
H Motion, ball is snaped when behind QB H kicks out the playside EMLOS defender 
F 1 shuffle step , F carries the ball through the playside C gap 
X Slant or fade 
Y Crack Backer   Y and Z look to block inside the C gap to seal it for F 
Z Y and Z look to block inside the C gap to seal it for F 

 
17 Slam 

 
 
Line Spread Tackle, Spread Guard, and Center all block inside gap, while 

Bunch Guard &Tackle runs a Fly track 
Q reverse pivots and hands the ball to F, The QB continues outside, setting up the possibility of play-action to Y or Z. 
H Motion, ball is snaped when behind QB H kicks out the playside EMLOS defender 
F 1 shuffle step , F carries the ball through the playside C gap 
X Slant or fade 
Y Crack Backer   Y and Z look to block inside the C gap to seal it for F 
Z Y and Z look to block inside the C gap to seal it for F 

 



15 Spin 
 

 
 
Line Center Blocks Nose or track rest of line release as if running 11 fly and get to backers 
BG Bunch Guard pulls and traps the first bad color past the Center. 
Q Needs great ball-fakes to H & F. then he should keep the ball safely tucked into his gut with both 

hands while he pivots, then follow the block of Bunch Guard as he pulls and traps the first bad 
color past the Center 

H The fakes have to be perfect 
F The fakes have to be perfect 
X  
Y  
Z  

 



12 Truck 
 

 
 
Line The Bunch side of the line should have an easy time with their blocks, since the defense 

will be expecting a sweep or dive to the Spread side. 
BG The Spread Guard pulls and looks for the first wrong-colored jersey past Bunch Tackle 
Q QB pivots and meshes shoulders with Z, then fakes the Dive 

to F and sprints back down the midline to hand the ball to H. 
H H drop-steps at the snap and runs exactly where F's feet were lined up at the snap. 

After he takes the hand-off, he should follow the Spread Guard inside or outside the Y 
end's block. 

F The fakes have to be perfect 
X Release 
Y Crack 

Z Z goes in motion exactly as he would for 19 Fly Sweep. Z can either block anyone 
pursuing H or keep running wide and continue his Fly Sweep fake. 

 



10 Series Non Core Plays 

 
12 Crash 



21 Rocket 

 
Line everyone inside Y on the LOS should run their track to the second or third level to cut off pursuit. BG Pull 
Q QB reverse pivots, tosses the ball in a soft arc to a spot behind the playside tackle at about chest height, and bootlegs 

away from motion 
H H goes in motion to a spot right behind the F back's feet (but moving parallel to the LOS at the snap -- NOT 

backwards), and will receive the toss from the QB from a spot about 5 yards behind the Bunch Tackle's starting 
position. He heads for the hash marks, the numbers, and the sideline in a wide arc that will keep him out of reach of 
most of the defense even if they are completely unblocked 

F The F back blocks the backside EMLOS defender, setting up both 26 Waggle and the 20 Choice quick passing game 
“FORCE” Can also be tagged on making the F a lead blocker 

X X takes his man (or better yet, men) deep 
Y & 
Z 

Y and Z must sustain their blocks in order to get H outside and off to the races Y and Z 
must work hard to impact their defenders and stay with them 

 
29 Rocket 

 
Line everyone inside H on the LOS should run their track to the second or third level to cut off pursuit. SG can Pull 
Q QB reverse pivots, tosses the ball in a soft arc to a spot behind the playside tackle at about chest height, and bootlegs 

away from motion 
Z Z goes in motion to a spot right behind the F back's feet (but moving parallel to the LOS at the snap -- NOT 

backwards), and will receive the toss from the QB from a spot about 5 yards behind the Spread Tackle's starting 
position. He heads for the hash marks, the numbers, and the sideline in a wide arc that will keep him out of reach of 
most of the defense even if they are completely unblocked 

F The F back blocks the backside EMLOS defender 
“FORCE” Can also be tagged on making the F a lead blocker 

Y X takes his man (or better yet, men) deep 
X & 
H 

X and H must sustain their blocks in order to get Z outside and off to the races X and H 
must work hard to impact their defenders and stay with them 

 



24 Belly 

 
26 Belly a mirror image with Z running 29 rocket motion 
 
 
20 Series Non-Core 
24/26 Iso 

 
 
24 Iso Waggle 



20 DIG 

 
 
Line Fire Out like a run then Pass Block  ST needs a good Block on the DE 
Q QB reverses out, fakes pitch to Z then rolls to the Bunch Side 
H Take off like blocking for rocket then run a Shallow Cross 
F Pass Block End 
X Take off like blocking for rocket then run a Post 
Y Dig Route 
Z Z runs Rocket and then looks for swing pass after good fake 
  
 



30 Series “No motion” 

  

 



  
Motion can be added by adding a 60 or 70 tag into the play call Ex: “Jag RT 60-34 Counter”



60 GO 

 
 

Line Pass Block 
Q  

H A very quick Shoot route that gets horizontal at +1 yard. Speed is of the essence -- after 
releasing outside at a 45 degree angle, H should snap his head and shoulders around to 
look for the ball as soon as he hits +1 yard. 

F Pass Block 
X Go route with an outside vertical release. 
Y Go route with an outside vertical release. 
Z A Seam route after gaining width on his initial release, stemming slightly deeper at +1 

yard (to help screen H), then cutting vertical at about +4 yards. 

 



70 Mesh 

 
Line Pass Blocking 
Q C3: Look to H right now -- if flat defender jumps him, shuffle a few steps 

and hit Z's Whip as he snaps his head around into the hole left by the flat 
defender. Throw the ball right in the hole, stopping Z in his tracks. If a 
hyper CB is prowling the Flat, we may pre-determine a pump-fake to H 
and deep shot to Y. 
C2: If PCB drops, hit H now. If PCB squats or moves laterally, hit Y's 
Smash. NEVER TRY TO THROW OVER A RETREATING CB. Z sits in the 
zone window as your outlet. 
C1: Look to Y to beat the safety. If the safety crowds the Bunch, come 
back to X on the Post. H is "Q" receiver against blitz, Z is outlet. 

H H motions to a yard inside Y at the snap and runs a Flats route 
F Pass Block 
X Post 
Y Y runs a Smash 
Z Z runs a Slant hook  H and Z literally rub shoulders at the Mesh point 
Tags added to routes 

 
 

 



70 Switch 

 
Line Pass Block 
Q QB reads reaction to H's motion. 
H H's rule is simple – get open. If in doubt, head for the sideline, stopping in a zone hole if one opens. 
F Pass Block 
X X runs deep, trying to take two backside defenders with him. Don’t neglect a deep shot to X if he's coming open 
Y Y runs a Fade through the near shoulder of Z's defender. 
Z Slant 
  
Versus man, we will predetermine a deep shot to either Y or Z right off the rub. If the deep 
route isn't open, hit H breaking away from his man. Against zone, QB looks off deep, then 
throws to the area where H is breaking. This is a timed throw while short defenders are still 
dropping. If H's Choice route is jumped from inside, look for Z running his hash. 
 
 
 


